Madam, throughout the world people are becoming more aware of their health and more inclined towards healthy living and eating. However in Pakistan people do not give due importance to health and indulge in habits which can be damaging as, shisha smoking. With the help of your journal I would like to elaborate on different abstracts taken from different health journals stating the severity of this issue.

Water pipes (shisha) are the first new trends of the 21st century. According to World Health Organization (WHO), an average pipe smoking of around one hour is almost equal to smoking of 200 cigarettes. Research shows that it affects two vital organs: Lungs and Heart adversely. We cannot overlook the infectious diseases like Herpes Simplex and Hepatitis A and many more which can be caused by sharing the same pipe. Also children who are exposed to such environment have an increased risk of getting lung disease like asthma and sudden infant death syndrome. The latest trend is the addition of alcohol and psychoactive drugs which make its use even more dangerous. The café owners argue on the base of a myth that the water in the base of the shisha works as a filter so the smoke inhaled is not bad but the reality is that water does not filter out cancer causing chemicals.

According to Chairman of Niche Tobacco Advisory Group in Manchester "There's a misconception that shisha is not as bad for you as cigarettes, because tobacco is flavoured and passes through water first, but the carcinogen and nicotine are still there. So a regular shisha smoker can expect to be at risk to the similar health problems that cigarette smokers face, whether that's respiratory, heart disease or cancer."

All the research done clearly shows that Shisha is addictive, hazardous and responsible in building up toxic levels of indoor air pollutants. The social nature of this type of tobacco use needs serious steps to be taken by the Government and health authorities to ensure public health and also protect passive smokers.

Dear Madam we as a nation need to wake up to the hazardous nature of shisha smoking and its ever increasing trend. Though the research in this field is limited but still the findings so far are not positive and are enough to take serious actions.
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